Diagnostic ultrasound manufacturers are advancing the technology of sonographic systems, providing superior image quality and improving the diagnostic confidence for both sonographers and radiologists. Real-time adaptive filters (RTAFs) are perhaps the least known among the advanced signal processing techniques available on most modern sonography machines, which is further complicated by the fact that RTAF appears under various trademark names. Despite the different proprietary names, RTAFs generally employ a postprocessing mathematical algorithm to real-time imaging that improves contrast resolution by reducing noise and artifacts while simultaneously enhancing the edges and smoothing the tissue texture of structures. This technique may be applied across a wide variety of clinical examinations and may not yet be completely understood and appreciated by sonographers. This review aims to educate readers on how RTAFs work, supported by examples of their benefit to image quality. In particular, the authors describe the effectiveness of using RTAF for superficial structures (thyroid, abdominal wall), deep structures (abdomen, pelvis), and dynamic examinations, including musculoskeletal and vascular applications.
are interdependent, and thus it is important for sonographers to understand their definitions, limiting factors, and the available technology to maximize optimization of each form of resolution.
Spatial resolution is the imaging system's ability to display and detect reflective structures as distinct separate entities. 1 Adequate spatial resolution has been consistent for several years, but with the development of broad bandwidth multifrequency transducers and pulse inversion tissue harmonic imaging, the quality of spatial detail in sonographic images is even better. Sonographers have traditionally focused on optimizing spatial resolution as the primary method for improving images. However, recent attention has been focused on improving the contrast resolution of images. Most of the major ultrasound manufacturers have concentrated on research and development for improving the contrast resolution of sonographic images. The addition of tissue harmonic imaging (THI), spatial compounding (SC), real-time adaptive filtering (RTAF), and even microbubble contrast agents is evidence that contrast resolution is important to understand and optimize. This is supported by the fact that most of the major diagnostic ultrasound manufacturers offer the above listed advanced signal processing functions and capabilities.
Contrast resolution is defined as the ability to display discrete structures based on differences in their brightness. 1 It includes both intrinsic and extrinsic contrast. Intrinsic contrast is derived from received echoes of varying levels of brightness (amplitudes) based on the physical differences between tissues (acoustic impedence) and the nature of the interaction between the sound waves and the medium (i.e., scatter and specular reflection). An example would be identification of a hemangioma within the liver. The physical differences between the hemangioma and the surrounding normal liver tissue result in a change in contrast seen on the gray-scale display.
Extrinsic or display contrast is the difference in signal brightness levels influenced by such factors as the gray-scale map, level of compression, the display device (monitor) and even the ambient light upon which one is viewing the image.
Optimal contrast resolution is particularly limited by artifacts and noise (sourced from clutter, speckle, electronics, etc.); therefore, optimal intrinsic contrast occurs when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is high. 1 It is beyond the abilities of the sonographer to change intrinsic contrast, but it is possible to manipulate simple factors such as sonographic tissue path (acoustic window), dynamic range, output power settings, and operating frequency to increase the SNR. Furthermore, over the past 10 years, advances in signal processing techniques such as SC and THI have greatly improved the SNR, resulting in significantly better images over a large variety of applications. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Another advanced signal processing technique known as RTAF is available on many sonography systems from various manufacturers as a method to improve contrast resolution and overall image quality. RTAF is intended to be combined with SC for additional improvement in image quality by simultaneously reducing speckle artifacts predominantly from scattering reflectors and enhancing borders and edges around specular reflectors. 7 Because of significant improvements in computer processing power and speed, RTAF, although a postprocessing function, is still efficient enough to work in real time while still preserving adequate temporal resolution. 7 Currently, there is limited independent research on the topic of RTAF. [7] [8] [9] Articles by Jago et al. 10 on behalf of Philips and Becker et al. 11 on behalf of GE provide further information on the RTAF offered by their respective manufacturers. Our group has informally investigated the advanced processing techniques of THI, SC, and RTAF on image quality in a laboratory setting. Furthermore, our group conducted a blinded survey to 20 senior-level student sonographers who qualitatively assessed a series of pathological images on a scale from 1 (very poor) to 5 (very good) to provide further evidence of how these techniques can be used in isolation or in combination to improve image quality.
Sonographers should be knowledgeable about the effects of advanced signal processing and conscientious of when their use is appropriate. The purpose of this article is to demonstrate and compare the effects of applying RTAF in a variety of clinical applications, including thyroid, abdominal wall, abdominal, pelvic, vascular, and musculoskeletal (MSK), to determine when its use provides significant image quality improvements, and also to reveal any of its limitations as an advanced signal processing technique.
Discussion

PROPRIETARY NAMES FOR RTAF
RTAFs are available from a variety of manufacturers. Arguably, the biggest obstacle for sonographers to overcome in understanding this advanced signal processing tool is that each company refers to RTAF as something different, which can easily lead to some degree of confusion. Nonstandardized nomenclature between manufacturers is not a new area of confusion because spatial compounding has become nearly standard on sonography machines, yet it appears as SonoCT (Philips), Advanced SieClear (Siemens), Cross XBeam (General Electric), and myriad other companyspecific names. It quickly becomes apparent how sonographers might be unclear about their functions. Unfortunately, RTAF follows a similar pattern, making it challenging to discern from the proprietary names how the application is meant to be used. Table 1 provides a list of several ultrasound manufacturers and their distinct RTAF proprietary names.
UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM: "IMAGE ARTIFACTS AND NOISE"
Sonographic imaging suffers from artifacts and noise that degrade image quality, predominantly contrast resolution. The display of false or artifactual information occurs when the pulse-echo technique, tissue interactions, side and grating lobes, or electronic interference cause echoes that are misinterpreted by the receiver. Common imaging artifacts and noise arise from specular and scattering sound beam reflections, as illustrated in the schematic diagram of incident and reflected sound waves ( Figure 1 ).
The most commonly seen reverberation artifact is a product of specular reflections caused by a sound beam bouncing between two or more specular reflectors, such as the transducer face and a vessel wall or between muscle layers and/or vessel walls. It is often displayed as a repeating pattern of echoes with slight decreasing signal amplitudes. 1 This artifact is pronounced in superficial scanning because there is less attenuation of signal strength and is very commonly identified in structures that are anechoic. Figure 2 demonstrates the degradation of contrast resolution between the lumen of the carotid artery and surrounding tissue caused by reverberation. The resulting misrepresentation of echoes could easily be misinterpreted as atherosclerotic development and inhibit visualization of actual plaque formation. This artifact is also commonly seen in the anterior portions of the urinary bladder mimicking a mass, fundus of a gallbladder mimicking sludge, and apex of the heart in the apical window imitating thrombus. Speckle is an inherent property of imaging scatter tissue types such as the parenchyma of soft tissue organs (liver, thyroid, pancreatic, and testicular tissue). The noise created from this scatter tissue type is a random interference pattern of dark and light regions creating a pseudo-tissue texture that does not correspond to the real structure. Although the speckle pattern does reflect the echogenicity of the parenchymal tissue, excessive speckle noise can create a negative impact on sonographic image quality by reducing the contrast resolution. Essentially, speckle noise can often inhibit the detection of subtle pathological changes to the contrast and echotexture of an organ or lesion ( Figure 3 ). Speckle is angle independent such that the angle of incidence and subsequent reflection of sound waves are not equal ( Figure 1B ). However, it is frequency dependent, resulting in higher frequency scanning, producing a finer speckle pattern, and lower frequency scanning, producing a coarse speckle pattern. 1 This is shown in Figure 4 , using a tissue parenchyma phantom scanned with low-and high-frequency settings, highlighting the change in the speckle pattern.
Noise attributed to side lobes, grating lobes, and electrical interference is also responsible for degrading image quality. Reflection of the high-energy main beam of the sound wave produces strong signals from which the image is comprised. However, lower energy side lobes from the beam and grating lobes from the crystal array arrangement of the transducer also cause reflections that are displayed as weaker signals that distort the quality of the image. An example of excessive noise is illustrated in Figure 5 , showing artifactual echoes filling the fundus of the gallbladder (mimicking sludge) and the lumen of the portal vein (mimicking thrombus), resulting in a poor overall image quality.
HOW DOES RTAF WORK?
Several advanced signal processing techniques such as SC, THI, and RTAF have been developed to minimize artifacts and other sources of noise to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio and optimize contrast resolution for an enhanced overall image quality. These techniques are classified as either preprocessing or postprocessing. Preprocessing affects the beam former of the sonographic system and alters how the sound beam enters the body. It also includes any manipulations to the received signals prior to them being permanently stored in memory and subsequently displayed. In contrast, postprocessing implies manipulation of those received signals after they have been stored in the image matrix, thus allowing some advanced processing on a pixel-by-pixel level to provide image enhancement for the final output display. Examples of preprocessing techniques include spatial compounding, tissue harmonic imaging, persistence, and high-definition zoom. Examples of postprocessing techniques include measurements, cineloop, gray-scale maps, and read-zoom. RTAF is considered a postprocessing technique because it alters each image once it is stored in the storage matrix (or memory) but before the image is actually displayed.
RTAF uses a multiscaled mathematical grayscale algorithm with an analysis and enhancement phase to simultaneously enhance structural edges and smooth tissue texture while suppressing artifacts to provide improved contrast resolution ( Figure 6 ). 9 Although it sounds complex, understanding how RTAF works is relatively simple when it is broken down into the parts of its name: real time, adaptive, and filter. The gallbladder fundus is filled with artifactual echoes that mimic the appearance of sludge (large arrow). Similarly, the lumen of the portal vein is filled with echoes that mimic thrombus (small arrow). Overall, the image quality is severely degraded by the presence of noise. First, the high power and efficiency of the algorithm allow real-time analysis. Technological advances in computer processing provide the necessary power for RTAF to operate during live scanning and perform 350 million calculations per frame. 7 Second, RTAFs are adaptive meaning that the image quality improves because of enhancements applied to the components of the image itself. 10 In essence, RTAFs are a form of artificial intelligence because the analysis and enhancement phases are a way for the computer to interpret the image and perform appropriate adjustments to improve the image quality. Within the analysis phase, RTAF distinguishes true tissue signals from artifactual signals and uses this information to control the outcome of the enhancement such that the enhancement depends on the results of the analysis. The interpretation of signals occurs both within a single frame (locally) and between successive frames (temporally) so it is truly adaptive in nature. 7 Last, the filter of RTAF refers to the enhancement phase and the mathematical operations performed on the data to alter the image. Overall, the algorithm scans the data in the image matrix pixel by pixel to determine relative amplitudes of signals, then correlates them to a repeatable true tissue signal or a random noise signal artifact. 11 During this analysis phase, tissues are assessed for two characteristics: anisotropic versus isotropic reflection. Anisotropic reflectors are associated with true signals from specular reflectors (such as the diaphragm, blood vessel walls, or bone) that are direction dependent, whereas isotropic reflectors are associated with both noise and scatter reflectors (such as tissue parenchyma) that are direction independent. When the algorithm identifies an anisotropic reflector in the analysis phase, it directs the enhancement phase to smooth very selectively along the structural edge to better define its boundary. However, when the algorithm identifies an isotropic reflector in the analysis phase, it directs the enhancement phase to smooth in all directions to increase homogeneity of parenchyma and suppress speckle artifact. 7 RTAF involves multiscale processing, meaning that the algorithm is applied to various scales of data corresponding to various levels of detail. This layered approach of RTAF is possible because of common elements occurring between different layers (such as tissue boundaries or tissue texture patterns) that are identified in the analysis phase. 7 RTAF is available on many modern diagnostic sonographic units, yet the actual incorporation of RTAF varies among the different manufacturers. Some units have embedded RTAF within the SC application such that RTAF cannot be run independently; therefore, both SC and RTAF run simultaneously. Other units have an independent option to use RTAF. One of the newest options includes applying adaptive filtering after an image has been frozen such that two images (one with and one without RTAF) may be viewed in a dual display setup. Regardless of how it is accessible among different units, RTAF has the potential to enhance contrast resolution, improve structural detail, and decrease noise for an overall improved image quality across a wide variety of clinical applications. Table 2 summarizes the advantages of RTAF.
Clinical Images
The benefits of RTAF can be appreciated through images in various clinical applications, including superficial structures (abdominal wall, thyroid, musculoskeletal, breast, scrotum), deeper structures (abdomen, pelvis), and vascular structures (carotid artery, common femoral vein stent). Because RTAF is designed to be used in combination with SC and may also be combined with THI when appropriate, the following images illustrate 
Summary of Advantages When Using Real-Time Adaptive Filters
• Enhanced edges • Reduction of speckle noise • Increased signal-to-noise ratio • Improved delineation of curved structures • Changes occur in real-time mode • Little to no loss in temporal resolution or frame rate • Improved contrast resolution • Improved overall image quality the progression of enhancements realized by applying these processing tools. All of the images were obtained using a Philips IU22, which calls its version of RTAF technology XRES.
SUPERFICIAL STRUCTURES
Diagnostic sonography has a distinct advantage in the assessment of hernias because it is real time and can image the movement of the protruding bowel segment through the muscular abdominal wall when dynamic maneuvers such as Valsalva are used. In Figure 7 , dramatic improvement is shown between conventional and combined THI, SC, and RTAF imaging techniques, which is supported by our survey results showing full consensus that the image with the advanced processing techniques was better (Table 3) . THI is especially useful for optimizing contrast resolution when imaging the bowel due to reduced scattering artifacts from bowel gas and also reduced near-field artifacts from subcutaneous fat layer distortions of the main beam. 12 In Figure 7B , significant improvement in image quality is shown with enhanced delineation of the bowel loop wall layers, surrounding fat, and muscle tissues as well as overall decreased speckle noise. This combination of signal processing tools may facilitate differentiation of hernias (indirect/direct inguinal or femoral) and possibly help localize the wall defect by providing improved spatial resolution and overall enhanced image quality. The thyroid gland is an excellent candidate for using RTAF because it is superficial and easily visualized in most patients. The progression of improvements in image quality from conventional imaging, addition of SC, and finally combination of SC and RTAF is shown in Figure 8 . Conventional imaging shows low SNR, low-contrast resolution, and excessive noise resulting in very coarse parenchyma and obscured visualization of solid nodules. The margins of the nodules are not well seen, and the boundaries of the gland are poorly delineated. However, the addition of SC greatly enhances overall image quality by averaging several frames, thus increasing SNR, increasing contrast resolution, and reducing overall noise. The anterior border of the gland becomes distinct from the overlying anterior muscle, which was not the case with conventional imaging alone. The speckle texture of the gland appears finer, and the solid nodules are visualized more easily with improved margins. The last image combines SC with RTAF, yielding a dramatically improved visualization of the gland above what was achieved with just SC. Our survey results showed full consensus that the combination of SC with RTAF was preferred over using conventional or only SC (Table 3) .
Using RTAF increases SNR and contrast resolution such that the two largest nodules are easily seen and well defined. These results are consistent with other studies that have shown overall improvement in clinical image quality upon using RTAF in combination with SC on the thyroid. 7 The anterior and posterior borders of the lesions appear clearer than the lateral borders, possibly as a consequence of the averaging process of SC, whereby the nonoverlapping portions of the beam (at the lateral edges) are discarded and the overlapping portions (more centrally located) are reinforced. In this scenario, the RTAF algorithm would likely recognize and enhance the anterior-posterior (AP) edges of the nodules to a slightly higher degree than the lateral edges. The enhanced borders realized by using RTAF may increase confidence (and possibly reproducibility) of caliper placement for measuring suspicious nodules or overall thyroid dimensions, which is a necessary component of follow-up sonographic examinations for many patients.
Another application where RTAF is useful is in MSK sonographic scanning. MSK sonography visualizes complex anatomy with numerous tissues and structures that are composed of anisotropic reflectors, such as tendons and ligaments. Inflammation and tears within tendons and ligaments appear as hypoechoic regions within the tissue and can easily be missed if excess noise and speckle are present within the image.
The posterior labrum of the shoulder, which is an area commonly damaged or torn after traumatic or contact sport injuries, is displayed in Figure 9 . The posterior labrum is composed of fibrous cartilage and is often obscured by excess noise, as shown in Figure 9A with conventional imaging. The use of SC allows improved delineation of muscle fibers and tendons by reducing the anisotropic effect of these structures, but excess noise still obscures the posterior labrum ( Figure 9B ). 13 Finally, combining SC and RTAF further reduces speckle noise and clutter within the image, improving visualization of the posterior labrum, infraspinatous muscle, tendon striations, and muscle sheath. Furthermore, SC and RTAF aid in depicting any boney irregularities on the curved surface of the humerus by improving the continuity of the structure through edge enhancement ( Figure 9C ). In this case, the humeral head appears smooth and continuous.
The most common reason to perform a sonogram of the shoulder is to diagnose full-thickness tears in the rotator cuff. 14 Within the rotator cuff, the most frequently torn area is the supraspinatus tendon. 14 In Figure 10A , the partial tear in the anterior edge of the supraspinatus tendon is barely visualized because of excess noise with SC. The humeral head is weak in echogenicity and poorly defined. This allows for poor visualization of the hyaline cartilage and contour of the bone. The addition of RTAF to SC ( Figure 10B ) allowed the partial tear in the anterior edge to be visualized with improved diagnostic confidence by improving the linearity of tendon fibers and highlighting the scar tissue around the tear. The overlying subcutaneous fat and deltoid muscle striations are better appreciated. The humeral head is more continuous and of brighter echogenicity. Proper visualization of the humeral head can rule out any boney irregularities that may be present with fullthickness or severe tendon tears and also identify this tear as an articular-sided tear. Overall, the image quality and diagnostic integrity are improved with the use of RTAF in this case.
A significant advantage to using sonography for MSK imaging that should not be understated is its ability to be a dynamic examination. The sonographer is able to assess the degree of injury while the joint is actively moving. Because RTAF does not decrease the frame rate or alter temporal resolution and has been specifically designed to be real time, it may be an effective tool to enhance the ability to detect even minor impingements or freefloating debris within fluid collections.
DEEPER STRUCTURES
RTAF may also be applied when scanning deeper structures such as the pelvis. Sonography is capable of distinguishing uterine fibroids from different pathologies with little help from other modalities. Fibroids are composed of both smooth muscle cells and large amounts of fibrous connective tissue, resulting in a whorl-like tissue appearance with poor transmission on sonography. 15 Even though diagnosis is generally straightforward, increasing the image quality using advanced signal processing techniques such as SC, THI, and RTAF can increase confidence and potentially reduce the number of additional examinations required for diagnosis. Figure 11 shows the same uterine fibroid scanned with conventional imaging, THI combined with SC, and THI combined with SC and RTAF. Poor image quality with conventional scanning shows lowcontrast resolution, excessive noise, and a coarse speckle echotexture that obscures the visualization of the fibroid in terms of its borders and tissue complexity. Also, reverberation artifact is seen within the anterior borders of the bladder. The combination of THI and SC provides substantial improvements to overall image quality. Tissue harmonic echoes are not generated in the near field, and so the reverberation artifact in the bladder is effectively removed by using THI. The echotexture of the uterus and surrounding pelvic structures have a finer speckle pattern because of the higher frequency harmonic echoes that improve their visualization. Furthermore, the addition of SC smoothes the speckle pattern by averaging several frames together to remove random noise from the image. SC enhances the contrast resolution such that the fibroid complexity is better appreciated, and its whorl-like structure is seen. RTAF used with THI and SC provides additional subtle enhancements to the image quality and was rated as second best according to our survey ( Table 3 ). The smoothing effect of RTAF is seen throughout the image, and edge enhancement is seen particularly at the margins of the fibroid, the border of the uterus, and the edge of the bladder wall. Certainly, there is no degradation in image quality upon applying RTAF. Other research supports this claim, suggesting that RTAF is a useful tool to apply in pelvic imaging. 7, 10 Abdominal sonography of the liver often focuses on identifying solid lesions that are highly contrast dependent and easily missed when the SNR is low. Figure 12 demonstrates a hemangioma with conventional imaging, SC, and SC with RTAF. The use of SC greatly improves visualization of the hemangioma by enhancing the contrast between the lesion and the liver parenchyma. The addition of RTAF provides some tissue smoothing and edge enhancement but does little to further improve the contrast or the overall visualization of the lesion. Similar results were found when imaging an area of focal fatty sparing in a different liver. These results compare with a study by Meuwly et al. 7 that observed some improvement in border definition and noise reduction, but the improvements in contrast resolution were less significant. Meuwly et al. 7 concluded that RTAF did not improve the ability to detect abdominal abnormalities possibly related to the use of lower frequencies. It is important to note that the findings from our study and those of Meuwly et al. 7 were found using Philips' XRES, and thus we are unable to comment on or report supporting evidence of this potential limitation among the other manufacturer's RTAF technology.
Although the benefit of RTAF for abdominal imaging may be limited, RTAF does provide modest overall improvements to images of deeper structures in the form of smoothing and edge delineation and has not been found to cause image degradation. Therefore, it may be practical for sonographers to scan with the RTAF feature engaged, allowing them to enjoy the benefits of RTAF when they appear, without fear of reducing image quality.
VASCULAR
One of the goals of a sonographic vascular examination is to detect the presence of atherosclerotic development and accurately describe the morphology of that atherosclerosis. Unfortunately, the noncalcified echolucent type of plaque is associated with the highest risk of ischemic cerebrovascular events and can be the most subtle and difficult type to visualize. 16 Figure 13 shows a carotid artery with some plaque development at the bifurcation that is poorly appreciated with con ventional imaging because of excessive noise and reverberation artifact in the lumen. The addition of SC greatly improves the SNR, but some reverberation in the common carotid remains, and the borders and characteristics of the atherosclerotic lesion are not well seen. The combination of SC and RTAF optimizes the image quality such that the reverberation artifact is removed and the contrast resolution and SNR are increased. The edges of the lesion are clearly delineated and differentiated from the lumen. Yen et al. 16 recently reported similar results using Philips' XRES technology, concluding that the combination of SC, THI, and RTAF provides the highest quality images for describing atherosclerotic changes observed in the carotid artery. They suggest that RTAF is useful for measuring carotid intima-media FIGure 13. Carotid artery with conventional imaging in (A) shows excessive noise and reverberation in the lumen that obscures visualization of plaque. Spatial compounding (SC) in (B) improves the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), so the lesion is better seen, but the borders are ill-defined, and some noise remains in the lumen. SC and real-time adaptive filtering (RTAF) in (C) provide optimal image quality, clearly delineating the borders of the lesion (large arrow) and almost completely removing the reverberation artifact (small arrow). thickness (IMT) because the edge enhancement of the vessel wall layers is appreciated in both the near and far wall of the artery. This improvement may facilitate more accurate caliper placement for measuring IMT. The large improvements realized from RTAF in carotid artery scanning may increase confidence in sonographers performing this type of examination and potentially provide more useful clinical information for making a diagnosis. Figure 14 illustrates a stent placed in a distal common femoral vein (CFV) that is imaged slightly lateral to the midline axis of the lumen for better appreciation of the mesh pattern of the stent. RTAF used with SC provides the highest SNR and clearly demonstrates the exact position of the distal end of the stent. The edge enhancement improves the continuity delineation of the vein walls, whereas the smoothing effect removes the noise and reverberation from within the lumen. The addition of RTAF FIGure 14. A stent in the distal common femoral vein with conventional in (A), spatial compounding (SC) in (B), and SC and real-time adaptive filtering (RTAF) in (C). The mesh pattern detail of the stent is seen best with RTAF in (C). Also, no reverberation or noise is seen within the lumen of the common femoral vein (CFV) in (C). The reduction in noise and speckle also enhances the visualization of the surrounding soft tissue echotexture in (C).
would not likely provide additional diagnostic information in this case, but subtle changes can be appreciated by using RTAF.
Another important consideration in vascular scanning is that the use of color Doppler is required. Because RTAF does not degrade temporal resolution, it may be used simultaneously with color Doppler without any additional imaging degradation.
Conclusion
Diagnostic sonography is a dynamic real-time modality that provides sonographers with the opportunity to instantly and constantly alter their machine settings to enhance the quality of their images and facilitate making an accurate and prompt diagnosis. Although there may be established presets for each type of examination, sonographers should take the time to learn more about advanced signal processing techniques such as RTAF and how to manipulate them.
RTAF has been shown to be useful in improving overall image quality in real time with respect to improving contrast resolution. The postprocessing mathematical algorithm employed by RTAF serves to reduce reverberation artifacts, reduce speckle noise, but also enhance edges across a variety of clinical settings (thyroid, abdominal wall, pelvis, abdomen, MSK, and vascular) and potentially others such as echocardiography or obstetrics. RTAF is particularly effective when coupled with SC as it does not impose on the frame rate, thus preserving temporal resolution. The introduction of RTAF adds another valuable tool for the conscientious sonographer to use at his or her discretion to make good images even better.
